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Arizona Tile: Opening of Quartz Distribution
Location
Arizona Tile announces the opening of its newest facility: Tempe Quartz Distribution. This facility
houses corporate office spaces for eight departments and nearly 100,000 square feet of space
solely dedicated to quartz storage.

Arizona Tile: Tempe Quartz Distribution

Largest in the State
At an impressive 120,000 square feet, Arizona
Tile’s Tempe Quartz Distribution center is the
largest quartz slab facility in Arizona. The new
facility and its adjacent Slab Outlet, plus the
existing Tempe location, encompass 22 acres in
total. While the bulk of the square footage in the
new facility is used for storing endless
selections of quartz products, there is ample
space for Trade Show setup, sample board
production, and bulk stock of porcelain tile.

Adding to Our Inventory

The opening of Arizona Tile’s Tempe Quartz Distribution Center highlights the growing list of
Arizona Tile’s distribution facilites, adding to the existing Jurupa Valley, CA and La Porte, TX
locations. Each distribution facility increases the volume of inventory Arizona Tile has available, thereby ensuring there is ample material on-hand. The Jurupa Valley location (top left) also
stores quartz, fully utilizing the 80,000 square foot warehouse. The La Porte, TX location (top right)
features an impressive 150,000 square foot facility, with with the capacity to store 70,000 slabs and
2.5 million square feet of tile. La Porte is also home to 150,000 square feet of outdoor storage.

Growing Number of Distribution Facilities

Jurupa Valley, CA Distribution Facility

La Porte, TX Distribution Facility

•

Distribution center 30 miles outside Houston, TX

80,000 sq ft quartz facility

• 150,000 sq ft facility with a capacity to store 70,000
slabs and 2.5 million sq ft of tile
• 150,000 sq ft outdoor storage

Better Together

Prior to opening the new Tempe Quartz Distribution facility, Arizona Tile’s corporate
departments were spread throughout several buildings. The new location now provides the
means for entire departments to be in close proximity to one another, facilitating a better sense
of unity and collaboration. Modern, functional workspaces support productive employees in
comfortable spaces. Apart from being conducive to healthy productivity, the interior spaces of the
Tempe Quartz Distribution facility are tastefully designed using beautiful, quality, Arizona Tile products.

About Arizona Tile
Founded in 1977 in San Diego, California, Arizona Tile has grown into a nationally recognized
commercial and residential distributor with twenty seven locations in eight Western states. Arizona Tile
imports more than 300 varieties of granite, marble, quartzite, limestone and travertine slabs and tile, over 60
colors of Della Terra® Quartz, and over 60 series of porcelain, ceramic and glass tile. Founded by John Huarte,
former NFL player and Heisman Trophy winner, the company is still family-owned after more than 40 years.

